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ABSTRACT (200 Words) 

This interdisciplinary paper draws on findings from academic research on Arabic language diglos-
sia demonstrating the linguistic distance between spoken Arabic, a’amiya and written Arabic, 
fusHa. It extends the implications of these findings to the literature on child development and 
reading. In this respect, it is the first study to address the challenges of reading to children in a 
language diglossia situation. The paper starts by addressing the unfounded popular claim that 
fusHa and a’amiya are similar. It then outlines relevant practices from developed countries that 
feature language diglossia and finds no merit in the second popular concern that reading to chil-
dren in their mother-tongue — a’amiya — would weaken their later grasp of fusHa — the lan-
guage of education. The common practice of ad hoc on-the-spot translation of fusHa text in story-
books to a’amiya is not optimal for reasons highlighted. Further, the paper discusses the wider 
proven benefits of reading to children that go beyond literacy, and that are likely forgone by the 
exclusive focus on producing and reading children’s books in only fusHa. Finally, the study argues 
that the sociolinguistic nature of a’amiya and the demographics of most Arab countries ought to 
support a viable market for a’amiya children’s books.  
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PAPER SUMMARY (1,710 Words) 
  
I. Introduction:  

In  the Arab world, almost all children's books are  written in literary Arabic (fusHa)  as opposed to the 
spoken dialect a’amiya. This phenomenon, where the written language is different from the spoken lan-
guage, is known as 'Language Diglossia'. Language Diglossia is not unique to Egypt or the Arab world. 
It exists in many regions, such as parts of: Switzerland, Scotland, Germany, among others. However, 
unlike the Arab world, these developed countries are recently increasingly publishing books for young 
children in both their spoken local dialects alongside their official languages.  

This paper is a literature review of some of the academic research on the importance of reading-aloud 
to children and the limitations of achieving its benefits in a language diglossia situation. The study is the 
first to link the fields of Linguistics, Children Literature, and Child Development in the context of Lan-
guage Diglossia, particularly Arabic.  

II. The Limitations of Translating FusHa Text in Children’s Storybooks   

Children’s books in the Arab world are written almost exclusively in fusHa Arabic, the language that the 
child will only master after several years of schooling. This reality, in which young children do not im-
mediately understand the written language, requires parents to resort to one of two techniques. The first 
is to read the fusHa text and follow with translation into the spoken a’amiya - the child’s mother-tongue. 
In employing this practice, a significant part of reading time is spent on defining and explaining unfa-
miliar words. In the second technique, parents tend to skip reading the fusHa text altogether and resort to 
on-the-spot translation directly into a’amiya.  

Although, the reader’s regular and immediate translation of fusHa books into a’amiya may seem a suffi-
cient solution, it is far from optimal. First, young children love repetition and enjoy hearing the same 
familiar book multiple times. Part of what they enjoy is the predictability of the text. Children who are 
read to regularly race to complete sentences as a storybook is read to them over and over. On-the-spot 
translation takes away from this familiarity and predictability. The reader makes up the text every time, 
changing wording and phrases, and even dropping details altogether.  Secondly, because simultaneously 
reading and translating text involves considerable effort, the parent/reader is somewhat discouraged 
from regularly reading and is likely to be less present for other important parts of the experience. Re-
search demonstrates that the most effective practices in reading to children are those in which the child 
is actively involved—asking and answering questions rather than passively listening. Finally, another 
limitation to on-the-spot translation relates to instances when the text is written in fusHa rhymes/prose. 
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As the fusHa text is translated into spoken a’amiya, the reader/parent cannot help but alter wording and 
sentence structure, therefore cannot maintain the original rhyme, and consequently negates a key pur-
pose of the book. In doing so the reader diminishes worldwide known benefits from reading rhymes to 
young children — such as to help develop their phonological awareness which is a skill that later helps 
literacy development.  

III. Concerns Over Writing Children’s Literature in A’amiya Arabic 

Suggestions to develop children’s literature in a’amiya have generally been met by either of two adverse 
reactions from publishers, authors, and parents. The first rests on the popular belief that fusHa and 
a’amiya do not significantly differ from one another. The second is the common concern that such an 
initiative would weaken Arab children’s later command of fusHa—the official language; the language of 
education, literature, most written communication; and the language of Islam and pan-Arabism.  

Regarding the first concern, the paper highlights the ample, and largely unanimous, academic research 
demonstrating the significant difference  between fusHa and a’amiya. As the majority of the academic 
literature puts it “The difference between these two language codes manifests itself in several linguistic 
domains: lexicon, phonology, syntax and grammar”. For instance, the paper then references an empirical 
academic study conducted on Palestinian children that shows that only about twenty percent of the 
words in the children’s Palestinian a’amiya Arabic were identical to fusHa. Forty percent had overlap-
ping phonological forms in a’amiya and fusHa  (similar to the word kird versus ird - in Egyptian 
a’amiya - for monkey). The other forty percent were completely different, with unique forms in fusHa 
totally different than a’amiya (similar to the word  fam in fusHa versus bo2 in a’amiya, both for the 
word mouth). The paper highlights that similar quantitative studies have not been found for Egyptian 
a’amiya or for other colloquial Arabic dialects, and are certainly called for.   

The study notes that it is understandable that the differences between fusHa & a’amiya seem insignifi-
cant or unimportant to adults who have had years of schooling in fusHa. The extent of the difference 
might perhaps be best portrayed by informally testing comprehension of fusHa in a native Arab who is 
illiterate thus has not formally learnt fusHa, or, alternatively, testing comprehension of a’amiya in non-
native Arabic speakers who have learnt Arabic as a foreign language, commonly in fusHa. For both, the 
struggle is to understand and communicate in the language code to which they have not been exposed. 
This difference would similarly be profound from a child’s perspective. Consequently, reading in fusHa, 
for example in the intimate setting of a bedtime story, strips familiarity and pleasure from the experi-
ence, making it more instructional than leisurely.  
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With regards to the second concern, the paper demystifies the unfounded claim regarding the negative 
impact of a’amiya on children’s grasp of fusHa, by showing the practices of other developed countries 
with language diglossia.  Switzerland provides a classic example. The official language in the German-
speaking part of the country is High German (Hochdeutsch), which is the same standard German spoken 
in Germany. The spoken language is Swiss German (Schweizerdeutsch), a dialect distinct from High 
German. Germany itself is another example of diglossia, where High German is the official language, 
but various regions speak several different dialects. In Scotland, indigenous English dialects differ con-
siderably from Standard English. Several other languages are also spoken in Scottish communities.  In 
these examples and in many others, books for young children are available in the local spoken dialect 
alongside books in the official language.  

Two key takeaways emerge from these countries’ practices. First, these regions do not debate or question 
whether reading to children in their native dialects constrains their later grasp of the official language of 
the country and that of education. Second, these cases reflect the experience of developed countries with 
high, if not full, literacy levels— suggesting that reading to young children in their spoken mother-
tongue does not risk their subsequent literacy acquisition. In fact, various research highlighted in the pa-
per demonstrate the positive impact from employing children’s mother-tongue during the early stages of 
their education. Using the native language was found to help transition children to the official language 
of education was found to result into better scholastic attainment.  

IV. Beyond Literacy: The Wider Benefits of Reading To Children 

The study cites various research that shows the multitude of benefits from reading to young children, 
and that are likely somewhat forgone by the exclusive focus on reading to children in only fusHa and for 
only literacy development. For instance, reading enjoyment is found to be more important for children’s 
educational success than their family’s socioeconomic status. Reading to children from a young age 
broadens their attention span, reduces hyper-activity, develops listening skills, and increases vocabulary 
development and language comprehension. It further enhances their cognitive abilities as the child fol-
lows the story’s plot and characters, and it fosters communication as stories and illustrations are dis-
cussed. During the experience of listening to a story, children broaden their imaginations beyond their 
own immediate milieu, experiencing other people, places, times, and events. Through a story, a child 
acquires factual knowledge and learns how the world works, indirectly and effortlessly. Stories can also 
provide an excellent means for children to develop empathy and contemplate ethical questions as they 
get deeply engaged with the story’s characters.   

V.  On the Market for A’amiya Books: 
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From a business perspective, one can expect that publishing colloquial children’s books ought to be eco-
nomically feasible, given the market size of most Arab countries. For instance, Egypt alone has a popu-
lation of 97 million. This is sizable when compared to 5 million of the 8.5 million Swiss population 
speak Swiss German, scattered across different sub-dialects. In Scotland, various spoken dialects and 
languages exist among a total Scottish population of only 5 million. In contrast, the same a’amiya dialect 
is spoken by almost all segments and classes of an Arab country’s population. This leaves less room for 
political concerns regarding national fragmentation. 

Anecdotal evidence and surveys from several countries suggest low reading rates among Arab children. 
However, one can expect an increase in the demand with improvements in economic and social mobility, 
leading to more Arabs affording books and more becoming aware of the value of reading to children 
from young age. 

VI. Conclusion 

Finally, the paper highlights that it is critical to distinguish between the two types of children’s books: 
books that are read to a child by an adult, akin to storytelling, and the books designed for children who 
read independently and thus are tailored to varied reading abilities. Generally, storybooks in colloquial 
dialects are intended for reading to children. The overarching objective is to help nourish our children’s 
love for books and develop in them positive attitudes towards reading from very young age. Children 
whose early encounters with books are enjoyable are more likely to develop a predisposition to read fre-
quently and broadly in subsequent years.  

The preeminence of fusHa is uncontested, and it is therefore critical to clarify that this study does not in 
anyway advocate against reading to children in fusHa. However the paper does make a plea to profes-
sionals in the children’s book industry to address the need for a’amiya children literature, in particular 
for the younger age groups who do not yet know fusHa. The idea is to make a’amiya books available 
along with those in fusHa, allowing parents and caregivers to choose which they want to read and for 
what purpose. Arab children should not be denied the joy of effortlessly listening to a story in their fa-
miliar language, an experience that children around the world enjoy. 

NOTE: for all academic citations and references for the ideas and arguments made in this summary pa-
per, please refer to the full paper version.  
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